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FOREWORD 
This document comprises the control system optimization user's 
manual prepared by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company (Lockheed/ 
Huntsville) for the Astrionics Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MSFC) Huntsville, Alabama, under Contract NAS8-30515, Modification I, 
Task 1. Together with LMSC/HREC D162122-I and LMSC/HREC D162122-1I, 
these constitute the final reports under this contract. 
This report describes a computer program to be used in the design of 
optimal control systems. The work of refining this optimization program 
and preparing this manual was performed in the period July 1969 to January 
1970. The resiults of an application study to the Saturn V load relief problem 
are published in the separate report, LMSC/HREC D162122-III. 
Mr. H. H. Hosenthien and Mr. S. N. Carroll were the MSFC technical 
monitors. Dr. W. Trautwein was the project engineer at Lockheed. 
Mr. C. L. Connor was the major contributor who conducted the program 
development. Mr. 1R. S. Nyhan and Mr. S. Lo of Lockheed/Huntsville 
performed the hybrid programming and computations. 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
This report describes a computerized tool to be used in the design of 
optimal control systems. The design method is based on modern control 
theory, high-speed hybrid simulation and the use of powerful gradient 
techniques. 
The specific purpose of the method is to find for a given control law, 
time-varying controller adjustments which minimize a selected performance 
measure J. This performance measure, J, can be freely chosen to best 
reflect the design goals. Even minimax design criteria can be specified 
where certain peak values P of critical state variables must be minimizedmax 
as indicated in Fig. 1. If Pmax represents the major term in the performance 
mmaxcriterion J, then P max will be minimized in the course of the optimization. 
The usual sensitivity of optimal solutions to changes in operating 
conditions can be markedly reduced by considering two adverse operating 
conditions, i.e., a Condition A and a Condition B (Fig. 1). The performance 
index J then is a function of both conditions which are repeatedly simulated 
on the analog computer in the course of the optimization with iterative ad­
justments of the critical controller parameters being made by the digital 
computer. 
This concept of considering multiple operating conditions, accounts for 
the fact that in real life, a control system must be designed to operate 
successfully under a number of conditions and the system has no way of 
"knowing" before the fact which of these conditions will actually be encountered. 
The method is a truly optimal one, which anticipates the occurrence of one of 
two possible conditions, tests performance against a criterion which is a 
function of both conditions, and adjusts the control parameters to optimize 
this performance criterion. Thus the method "optimizes the compromise" 
of the anticipated conditions. 
The program is written for an EAI 8900 Hybrid computer. 
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Section 2 
OPERATIONAL FEATURES 
2. 1, FLOATING INTERVAL 
In the optimization scheme presented, a floating interval is used to 
solve for near-optimal polygonal gain schedules with a finite number of 
break points rather than for the general time functions of the optimal 
schedules. Using the attitude gain schedule of Fig. 2 as an example (which 
was obtained by applying linear optimal control theory to a booster control 
problem), it appears that little bptimality is lost if this function is 
approximated by a ten-segment polygonal curve as shown in Fig. 2. Now 
the problem of finding optimal time functions for all n gain schedules in 
each of the optimization intervals is reduced to the determination of a set 
of n slopes, i of the gain schedules which are considered constant within 
each optimization interval of length T. The slopes of each gain curve, as 
indicated in Fig. 2, can now be iteratively adjusted, and the resulting 
performance evaluated by a sequence of forward integrations. 
Total mission time is divided into a finite number of intervals, as shown 
in Fig. 3. The interval T represents the optimization interval which may be 
equal to or greater than the update interval. 
2. 2 SYSTEMATIC GRID SEARCH 
At each update time, t , during the mission, a systematic grid search 
of parameter space is used to avoid any local minima which might exist. 
Figure 4 shows an example of a J function where only one parameter (5i) 
would be optimized. 
3
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The grid is of specified fineness (AG) and limits. Figure 5 is an 
example of a grid search where two parameters are optimally adjusted. It 
is apparent that the grid search scheme would be difficult to show graphi­
cally for three or more dimensions, but the general multi-dimensional case 
is easily handled by the digital computer. 
Besides avoiding local minima, the grid search locates the approximate 
absolute minimum. The fineness of the grid determines the accuracy of this 
first coarse minimization. Figure 5 shows how the grid search has located 
this point. At this time the gradient search takes over and -proceeds to find 
the precise location of the absolute minimum. 
2.3 GRADIENT SEARCH 
The grid search minimum is used as the starting point of the gradient 
search. The optimization is then performed in the following steps: 
The plant dynamics are simulated in the first optimization interval 
(to, to + T), using the gain slopes of the grid search minimum which 
are lumped into the parameter vector 
Ko a0 
K1 Al 
K2 5i2 
K3 h3 
am 
L. 1 
where the subscript i indicates the number of the current iteration. 
During this simulation, the performance is measured by computing the 
performance criterion J, that has been formulated to best reflect the 
design objectives. 
7 
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Fig. 5 - Parameter Optimization Performed in Two Phases: (1) Systematic 
Grid Search (o) for Complete Survey of Parameter Space; Grid 
Point of Minimum J (0) Serves as Starting Point for (2) Gradient 
Search Which Locates the Minimum More Precisely (m). From 
Grid Search Contour Plots (Lines of J = Const) can be Drawn for 
Better Insight into J-Topology. 
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* At the end of the first simulation, i.e., at time to + T, J is transferred 
to the digital computer where the Fletcher-Powell (Ref. 1) gradient 
minimization scheme is programmed that is capable of minimizing 
functions of many variables such as J(K). 
0 To this end the gradient vector 
-OJ/Okl1 
is required. V is computed using the linearization 
0) j/.AiJKQ + Ah) - 5(K 
- Ii ro+ A&1 ) - J(_K0)J 1 
where 
K
 
0 
S+ Aiv = KV + Abi 
K2m
 
small amount A& and repeatingPerturbing one parameter at a time by a 

the simulation over the same interval (t o , to + T) yields the PC J(K e + A6)
 
required for this gradient computation.
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J and V are evaluated for a second guess 0over the same
 
by subsequent simulations as shown in Fig. 6.
 
A cubic curve J c(K) or, in the case of m adjustable parameters, an 
K inrn-dimensional cubic surface is fitted through the two points Ko 
the rn-dimensional parameter space. The minimization scheme then 
Jc(KI) has its minimum.computes the point KI where 
If J(Kl) is smaller than J(K) and Jal, then the parameter vector Kf 
is used for the next iteration following the previous steps. 
o If after the Ith iteration no further reduction of J is possible in the 
first interval (to, to + T), the correspondirg parameter Ki is 
considered to be optimal. 
" A last simulation is made over the first updating interval (to, tl) 
which may be identical to the first optimization interval, as shown in 
Fig. 3-a or shorter (Fig. 3-b). The optimal adjustment Ki is used 
during this simulation. At time t I all the state-variables (or 
integrator outputs) lumped in the state vector x(tl) are stored to be used 
as initial state for the following optimization in the next time interval 
(tl, t I + T) which follows the same steps. 
Figure 6 illustrates operation of the gradient search. 
To solve the whole optimization problem within a short computer time, 
all simulations are performed in fast time scale (typically 1000 times real 
time). Only the last simulation using the optimal parameter vector is run 
at a slower scale (typically real time) in order to obtain a precise recording 
of desired plant parametems and precise initialiconditions for the next 
optimization cycle. 
10
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Section 3
 
CAPABILITIES
 
3. 1 MULTIPLE OPERATING CONDITIONS 
The hybrid technique has the capability to consider simultaneously two 
adverse operating conditions of a control system during optimization. This 
capability enables the optimization method to generate optimal piece-wise 
linear gain schedules which are not sensitive to a specific adverse operating 
condition. An example of two adverse conditions would be the failure of a 
leeward or the failure of a windward engine of a multiple engine space vehicle 
booster. 
Referring to Fig. 6 and its detailed explanation in the previous section, 
this capability is programmed as follows. The performance of the plant is 
evaluated for each adverse condition using the given parameter vector (Km)o. 
The adverse condition which causes the worst performance, Pmax' is used 
in subsequent simulations to compute the gradients VJ(Km ). Plant 
performance is evaluated for both adverse conditions for the second guess 
(Ki) o . As before, the adverse condition which causes the worst performancem* . 
is used in the simulations to compute the gradients 1J (Kin) O The gradient 
search technique continues its various computations and whenever it is 
necessary for the performance of the plant to be evaluated for a given (W ' 
both adverse conditions are simulated and the condition causing the worst 
performance is used in the simulations for gradient computations. This 
procedure is justifiable since the perturbations necessary to compute the 
gradients are small enough to cause only minor changes in the performance 
of the plant for a given (Kr).. 
m 
This gradient technique could easily be extended to consider three or 
more adverse conditions if such a need existed for a given control system. 
iz
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3.2 SLOW RUN OPTIONS 
A number of slow run options have been built into the program to 
provide aids in checkout and to provide the capability to run special cases. 
Figure 7 shows a flow diagram of the slow run section of the program. 
Option 1: KPRINT = 1 
This option, which instructs the analog digital printer to record all 
amplifier outputs before and after a slow run, was provided as a check on 
possible drift of track-and-store units during the optimization cycle and is 
intended for use when hardware trouble is apparent. 
Option 2: TSTART 
This variable is defined as the time during the mission at which optim­
ization is desired to start. For example, if mission time starts at 40 sec and 
ends at 100 see, it might be desired to begin optimization of controller 
parameters at 50 sec. If no optimization is desired, TSTART would be set 
equal to or greater than 100 sec. 
Option 3: TFAIL 
This variable is defined as the time during the mission when a certain 
event, such as a failure, occurs. Optimization also ceases at the first up­
date interval after TFAIL. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the use of TSTART 
and TFAIL in running constant gain runs and optimizing runs. 
Option 4: TSLOPE (ii) 
SLOPE(l, 2); SLOPE(2, t); . . .; SLOPE(12, 1) 
ii = 1, 12 
I= 1, m 
Assume that after a series of systematic optimization runs have been 
made, particular time-varying controller schedules are to be run rather than 
constant controller schedules. This option has been provided by the sub­
routine SLOPE. The variable TSLOPE (ii), ii = 1, 12, is used to determine 
13
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the times during the mission simulation when a change in slope of the 
controller schedules is desired. SLOPE (1, 1) corresponds to the desired 
slopes of each controller parameter at TSLOPE(l). Figure 10 illustrates 
an example of this option. 
Option 5: KGAIN 
When desired by the operator, this option can be used to avoid unnecessary 
writing and punching of TSLOPE and SLOPE data. For example, if an 
optimization for two adverse Conditions A and B has just been completed 
and Condition A has been simulated on the slow run recorder, then either 
the optimization must be duplicated and Condition B simulated, or the 
controller gain schedules stored and Option 4 used to simulate Condition B. 
KGAIN is set to zero when an optimization is being run and set to +1 when 
any other option is being used. 
3.3 OSCILLOSCOPE PLOT OPTION 
. This option is controlled by the variables, KPAUSE and NPOINT and 
is useful only during the grid search cycle. KPAUSE is set equal to +1, if a 
plot of the J function is desired during the grid search. NPOINT is set 
equal to the total number of computations required to complete a grid search. 
For example, if a two-dimensional grid (n x n) is being searched, then 
2 
NPOINT would be set equal to n . Each time a grid point is simulated, a 
counter called NRUN is updated by one. When NRUN equals NPOINT, a 
pause command is automatically given to the hybrid computer. If desired 
at this point, a photograph of the J function as displayed on the oscilloscope 
may be taken. A plot of the J function may also be observed during the 
gradient search, but provision for automatically pausing the computer at 
the end of this cycle has not been provided. 
If an oscilloscope plot is not desired, KPAUSE is set equal to zero. 
17
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Section 4 
IMPLEMENTATION OF HYBRID OPTIMIZATION SCHEME 
How the hybrid optimization scheme is implemented to enable the 
reader to apply this scheme to other problems is explained in this section. 
The various sections of the digital program and the various control and 
interface lines are explained. Figure 11 shows the general hybrid scheme 
and the interface lines being used. Figure 12 shows a flow chart of the 
minimization scheme. This flow chart is provided as an aid to understanding 
the operation of the optimizer and for checkout purposes. The digital print 
statements enable the user to observe the flow of computation of the optimizer 
by watching the digital printout and comparing it with its location on the flow 
chart. 
4. 	1 GRID SEARCH 
Figure 13 shows a flow chart of the grid search. The variable DELTA 
is used to control sense line 6, which in turn controls the adverse conditions 
of the analog simulations. For example, if DELTA = +1, (-1) then sense 
line 6 is true (false). These two conditions of sense line 6 represent the two 
adverse Conditions A and (B), respectively, of the dynamic simulation. For 
each point in the grid, adverse Condition A is simulated first. Necessary 
data from this simulation such as the 3 function (DUMMY), the performance 
measure Pmax(P), grid point coordinates and any scale changes (ADCV) 
are stored in memory. DELTA is set to -1 in order for adverse Condition B 
to be simulated. The same data from this simulation is stored and then 
compared to the data from Condition A. Digital logic determines the worst 
condition of the two Conditions A and B, and this worst condition data is held 
in storage to be compared with the worst condition data at the next grid 
point. The smallest P max(P) between these two grid points is stored to 
again be cornpared with the Pmax(P) of the worst condition data of the next 
19
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grid point. This cycle continues until the smallest Pmax(P) and its 
associated controller parameters have been determined for the whole grid. 
These parameters are then used to initialize the gradient search. 
4. 2 GRADIENT SEARCH 
The gradient search now improves the controller parameters obtained 
from the grid search. Figures 14 and 15 are included to illustrate the 
simulation of both adverse Conditions A and B when S(Ki) and J(Ki+), 
respectively, are computed. Condition A is always simulated first, then 
Condition B, and the worst condition of the two is used to compute gradients. 
The computation of the gradients VJ(Ki) and VJ(Ki ) considers only one 
adverse condition, that is, the worst condition of A or B. This is justifiable 
because the perturbations of K. and Ri VJ(Ki) and )used to compute *J(Ki 
are small enough to cause only minor changes in the P max of each case if 
both cases are considered. 
4.3 INTERFACE CONNECTIONS 
4. 3. 1 Sense Line 0 
Sense line is identified by logic variable READY and used to hold 
digital during slow runs. 
4. 3. 2 Control Lines 0, 1, 2, 3 
These control lines are used with digital function switches in a 
digital logic circuit to control the mode of the slow run strip chart and the 
mode of the track and store units for the various operate modes of the hybrid 
program (such as pot-set, dynamic check, slow runs and fast runs). 
4.3. 3 Control Lines 5, 6 
Control line 5 is used with digital logic to determine if an adverse 
event (such as a failure) will occur. Control line 6 determines which event 
of two adverse events will occur. 
23 
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4.4 RECORDING SEQUENCES 
To assess the effects of the optimized controller schedules upon both 
adverse conditions, two simulations should be performed, one assuming 
that Condition A occurs and a second one assuming that Condition B occurs. 
Rather than perform the complete optimization cycle twice, it is more 
efficient to use Option 4. Chart I illustrates this sequence of computation. 
This method reduces total computer time by approximately 50% since the 
majority of the total computing time is used in optimizing. 
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(A) Optimization with Simulation 
of Condition A 
Hold simulation of 
mission at update 
time t._ 
Optimize gain schedules 
considering possible 
occurrence of Condition A 
or Condition B by fast-
time simulations and 
minimization of j 
Save gain schedules 

Si = slopes 

ti = tip 
i=i+l 
Continue simulation of 
mission for Condition A 
from ty to tV+l Record 
histories of Condition A 
LMSC/HREC D162122-IfL 
(B) 	Repeated Run for Simulation 
of Condition B (Optimization 
hot repeated) 
Simulation starts 
at time t. 
When tl, equals t.;,gain 
slopes set equal to S.I 
Continue simulation of 
mission for Condition B 
from til to tv+I . Record 
histories of Condition B. 
v 	= V+l 
i=+1 
Punch Si, t. at 
end 	of simulation 
Chart 1 - Sequence of Computations for Simultaneous Optimization 
of Two Cases 
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Section 5 
EXAMPLE CASES 
This section is provided as an aid for data setup for various cases. A 
thorough study of the digital program and familiarity with the nomenclature 
is necessary to understand and use the various options in running the 
following cases. 
5. 1 CONSTANT GAINS 
X = 0. 0 
KGAIN = 1 
DEL = +1 
TSTART - TEND 
TSLOPE (l) >-TEND 
SLOPE(I, J) = 0. 0 
TFAIL = desired time for adverse condition 
5.2 OPTIMIZATION OF PIECEWISE LINEAR GAIN SCHEDULES 
X = 0. 0 
TSTART = desired optimization start time 
TFAIL = desired time for adverse condition 
SLOPE(I, J) = 0. 0 
TSLOPE(l) = 0. 0 
DEL= +I 
KGAIN = 0 
5.3 PRESELECTED GAIN SCHEDULE 
TSTART = TEND 
TFAIL = desired time for special event 
DEL = + 1 
TSLOPETI) = desired times to change slopes (break points) 
SLOPE (I, J) = desired slope starting at TSLOPE(I) 
KGAIN = +1 
28
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Appendix A 
ADCV variable representing 
of J function 
scale changes during computation 
ADCVM storage location for ADCV when adverse condition B 
is computed in the grid search, and at various points in the 
gradient search 
ADCVP storage location for ADCV when adverse condition A is 
computed in the grid search and at various points in the 
gradient search 
AMULT analog scale factor for [Pmax] 2 
ANALV represents P in 
max 
subroutine RUN 
ANS (1) storage location for X(I) I = 1, IS 
BDL9 lower bound of J used to trigger 
computation of J function 
scale changes in the 
BDUP upper bound of J used to trigger 
computation of J function 
scale changes in the 
BMULT analog scale factor for stability term of J function 
A-I
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DEL constant used to display the desired adverse condition 
during slow runs 
DEL = +1 adverse condition A 
DEL = -1 adverse condition B 
DEL = 0 no adverse condition 
DELMIN variable used to store the worst condition computed at 
every grid point during the grid search. It enables the 
gradient search to know which adverse condition should 
be used in the initial perturbations of the controller para­
meters. 
DELX(IS) grid search increment size 
DUMMY variable equivalent to J function 
DUMMYM storage location for DUMMY when adverse condition B 
is computed in the grid search 
DUMMYP storage location for DUMMY when adverse condition A 
is computed in the grid search 
DX amount of perturbation of X during gradient search. 
Used to compute slopes of J function 
ETA optimizer quantity which is the output of the perturbation 
cycle for the first half of any one iteration and is used 
to modify the optimized parameters in this part of the 
iteration. The modification is in the form of a straight­
line extrapolation where 71 acts as the independent 
variable. 
ETAMN minimum value that ETA can assume 
A-Z 
LMSC/HREC D162122-III 
ETAMX maximum value that ETA can assume 
FACT constant conversion factors for al, it' . ." am=IS 
FEPS tolerance of computed value of minimum of J function 
FM constant used in Fletcher-Powell technique (. 5 to . 8) 
FMIN minimum value J can have. Optimization procedure is 
stopped when this value is reached. 
FU variable equivalent to J(tK) 
FUM storage location for computation of J(Ki ) when adverse 
condition B is simulated during the gradient search 
FUP storage location for computation of J(Ki ) when adverse 
condition A is simulated during the gradient search 
FXAS storage location for computation of J(K±+I) during gradient 
search 
FXASM storage location of FXAS during simulation of adverse 
condition B in the gradient search 
FXASP storage location of FXAS during simulation of adverse 
condition A in the gradient search 
G(I) variable representing gradients at various points in the 
gradient search 
GAIN variable used in Subroutine Scale to make scale changes 
A-3 
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GEPSQ specified admissible (slope) of optimum of J function 
H operational matrix in the optimizer which is used to 
carry the parameter values along a line of steepest 
descent such that the performance index is eventually 
minimized. The initial value of the matrix is the identity 
matrix. After each iteration, information gained on the 
preceding pass is used to update the matrix to a new 
value. The updated matrix in turn insures an evaluation 
of the optimized parameters that brings the performance 
index closer to its minimum. 
IM specified number of iterations to locate optimum J function 
IMM number of attempts in one iteration 
IS number of variables to be optimized 
JUMP logic variable used to jump various parts of the digital 
program 
Jump = +1 set potentiometers and prepare for dynamic 
check 
Jump = +2 change potentiometers and prepare for 
production run 
KFAST constant used to establish amount of time for 
hybrid run T 
a fast 
KH option used to set [Hlj= [I] for first iteration 
KPAUSE option to plot J function on oscilloscope 
KPAUSE = +1 Plot 
KPAUSE = 0 Don't Plot 
A-4 
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KPRINT constant used to initiate option for print-out on 
analog digital printer of amplifier outputs of track-and­
store units 
KRUN variable used to determine speed of analog simulation 
KRUN = 1, real time 
KRUN = 2, 1000 times real time 
KRUN = 3, 10 times real time 
KSLOW constant used to establish amount of time for 
hybrid run 
a slow 
NDX (IS) grid search dimension 
NPOINT desired number of simulations required before a photo­
graph may be taken of the J function on the oscilloscope 
NPRD total number of grid points 
NPROD(NVARY) total number of grid points 
NRUN counter in grid search loop 
NVARY number 
m = IS. 
of variables to be optimized a1 , a2 , " m 
Used in grid point up-date logic of grid search 
P variable equal to stability term of J function 
PMIN storage location for minimum J function during grid search 
PMINUS storage location for P when adverse 
computed in the grid search 
condition B is 
A-5 
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PP(M) temporary variable representing .J function during 
perturbations of X 
PPLUS storage location for P when adverse condition A is 
computed in the grid search 
SUMJ(L) represents the performance measures of the plant 
dynamics. They are P 1 , P2, or P3 where Pmax is 
equal to the worst of the three. 
SUMX represents J function computation in Subroutine RUN 
TEMP variable used to store X before X is perturbed, thus 
having X available after gradients have been computed 
from the perturbations of X 
TEND time to end mission simulation 
TFAIL desired time for adverse conditions to occur 
TOPF constant used to set the bound of the Y axis in the 
Subroutine PLOT 
TSTART desired time 
parameters 
to start optimization of controller 
U(I) represents the controller parameters when perturbations 
are being made in the gradient search to compute 
VJ(4) 
UNITY (I, J) unity matrix used to initialize [H]in gradient search 
A-6
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VER variable used to transmit J function computation to 
Subroutine PLOT in order to be plotted 
X(IS) variables 
a,, a., 
to be optimized where IS is 
am m =IS 
number of variables 
XZ initial values of parameters to be optimized 
a' m=IS 
L, am' 
XAS(I) represents the controller parameters when perturbations 
are being made in the gradient search to compute 
VJ (Ki+1) 
XMAX maximum absolute value of parameters to be optimized 
XMIN (I) storage location of controller parameters corresponding 
to the grid search minimum 
XYZ variable equivalent to 
computation of 3(Ki) 
performance measure P 
max 
during 
SYZM storage location for XYZ when adverse condition B is' 
simulated during the gradient search 
XYZP storage location for XYZ when adverse condition A is 
simulated during the gradient search 
YMIN constant used in the computation of [Hi] 
A-7
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Appendix B 
DIGITAL PROGRAM LISTING 
$JOB 
SFR,*IUI' 4033 
DIMENSION A 5. 5 2 . B C 5. 5 ) El C 5* 5 ) . 
I E2 C 59 5 ) G 5 ) GU ( 5 2. 
2 GPREV( 5 ) * H 59 5 s S( 5 
3. SIG ( 5 ) , U C 5 * X 5
 
4 XAS ( 5 ). Y S ).FACT (5 ).
 
5 CHEK C 5 ) * ANS C 5 1 UNITY ( 595 ,v PP(2)
 
DIMENSION NPROD(5)NDEX(S)qDELX(5)XO(5),XMIN(5)NDX(5) ,X2(5)
 
DIMENSION XP(5)XM(5)UP(5),UM(5)sXASP(5).XASM(5)
 
COMMON / PST / NPOT.POT(150),PSET(150),VALVALUE
 
COMMON / RN / KTIME(3)}ISKMODE*AMULTKCONT .BMULT
 
COMMON / SCL / BOUPBDLO.GAIN.ADCV
 
COMMON / PLT / VER ( 5 2 . TOPF
 
COMMON/DE/DELTA
 
COMMON/SLOPES/TSLOPE(12).SLOPE(12.5).MG
 
EXTENDED POT * VAL * KTIME
 
DATA CHEK / 5*0 0 /
 
DATA VAL/4HAO01/
 
EXTENDED IFIRST. ILAST, NCOMP
 
DATA IFIRST /4HAOO/o ILAST/4HA853/. NCOMP /136/
 
LOGICAL SET
 
KTIME(3) = 14400
 
CALL QODSITO C1oIR)
 
CALL OREFFO ('1 0, IR )
 
CALL OREFFO 1* 1. Ip )
 
CALL aREFFO ( lo 2. IR )
 
CALL QSEFFO C 13IR )
 
CALL OSEFFO C 1044IR
 
CALL QPSO 1.i )
 
CALL ORUNO I 9 IR 2
 
READ (S,401)JUMP
 
GO TO (503o47)JUMP
 
503 TYPE 400 
400 FORMAT ( IOX,66HREADY FOR SETTING POTS AND SWITCH INITIAL RELAY TO U 
CENTER POSITION ) 
PAUSE I 
C N 
N 
C SET POTS ON ANALOG COMPUTER 
C 
READ ( 5.401 ) NPOT 
401 FORMAT ( I5 ) 
READ ( 5,402 ) ( POT(I)qPSET(I) * I-19NPOT 
402 FORMAT ((8(A4,F6.O))) 
CALL SETPOT
 
TYPE 403
 
403 FORMAT ( 1OXo23HREADY FOR DYNAMIC CHECK
 
PAUSE 2
 
C MAKE DYNAMIC CHECK
 
C 
CALL QCLRO ( 1 9 IR 
KRUN a 3 
IS - 5
 
GAIN t 190
 
KMODE = 0
 
CALL QDAJMO ( 5.1,GAIN.IReKCH

CALL RUN ( KRUNQCHEKDUMMY
 
47 TYPE 404
 
404 FORMAT C IOX,29HCHANGE POT'FOR PRODUCTION RUN
 
KCONT=O
 
ASSEMBL--

SFL ='5O..O RESET ALL INTERRUPTS
 
SFL =51n00 PERMIT INTERRUPTS TO BE SET AGAIN
 
ECA PLACE, FETCH INTERRUPT INSTRUCTION
 
EST '60 STORE AT INTERRUPT LOCATION
 
LDE ='iO0000 SET BIT 0 IN EXTERNAL MASK FOR INTERRUPT 0
 
LDOB ='0000.12 CONNECT TO CONSOLE 1
 
JSE 49S
 
J 49S
 
PLACE LRE 601S
 
FORTRAN
 
49 	CONTINUE
 
PAUSE 3,
 
'I­
C CHANGE POTS FOR PRODUCTION RUN 
C 
READ C 59401 ) NPOT 
IF ( NPOTE~oO ) GO TO 45 
READ ( 59402 ) ( POT(I),PSET(I).I=1,NPOT 
CALL SETPOT 
45 TYPE 405 
405 FORMAT(2X962HREADY FOR PRODUCTION RESET FLAG I OR 2 IF NEEDED, HI 
IT EXEC 
C 
C MAKE PRODUCTION RUN 
C 
C FLAGS I AND 2 FALSE GIVE PRINTING 
C FLAG 2 ONLY AFFECTS ONE WRITE STATEMENT IN SUBROUTINE RUN 
ASSEMBL 
ASS JSi ASS+I 
BASS JS2 BASS+I 
D JS3 D+I 
E JS4 E+1 
F JS5 F+I 
GG JS6 GG+I 
HH JS7 HH+I 
C Hi C+1 
FORTRAN 
880 CALL OREFFO(I,3,IR) 
CALL QICO C ItIR 
CALL QCLRO C I*IR 
FXAS=Oo-
TIME= Os 
GAIN = 10 'N 
KMODE = 0
CALL QOAJMO ( 59IGAIN$IRKCH ) 
C GET INITIAL VALUES FOR BOTH THE ANALOG AND DIGITAL COMPUTERS 
C 
READ ( 5*220 ) FEPStDXFMFMINBDUPqBDLO
220 FORMAT C 6E12*B I 
READ ( 6,220 ) X 
S 
READ ( 59220 ) YMIN.ETAMNETAMXTENDqTOPFGEPSQ 
READ ( 5.220 ) ADCVqFACT 
READ ( 5o44 ) IS.KSLOWKFASTIMolMMKH 
READ (5O220)AMULT 9BMULT 
44 FORMAT ( 1615 ) 
READ(S220)(DELX(I),I=IIS) 
READ (5.44)(NDX(1).1I=I S) 
READ(5220)X2 
READ(5,220) DEL 
READ(5,44)KGAIN 
READ(5.44)KPRINT.KPAUSENPOINT 
READ(5,220)TSTARTTFAIL 
C 
C 
READ(5.220)TSLOPE 
READ(5*220) ((SLOPE(IJ).I=aI12)iJ=1.5) 
IF'KPRINT=t, PRINT AMPLIFIER OUTPUTS 
IF DEL=O, NO ENGINE FAILURES OCCUR 
wGO 
IF(DELoNEO&C)GO TO 2001 
CALL QREFFO (1.S IR) 
TO 2002 
2001 CALL QSEFPO (1'5,lR) 
2002 CONTINUE 
GEPSO = GEPSQ*FLOAT( S) 
KTIME(I) a KSLOW * 1000 
KTIME(2) a KFAST 
XKSLOW=KSLOW 
KKK=O 
MG=I 
XMAX = e999 - DX 
CALL GDAJNO C OO59XtIRKCH )C)
DO 200 I=IoIS -
DO 200 J=IIS 
200 UNITY(19Jh = 00 tri 
DO 201 I=teIS 
201 UNITY(I.I) = 1.0 
WRITE ( 6e48 ) KSLOWnKFASTo.MIMMDXFMeFMIN*YMINFEPSETAMN 
I9ETAMXBDUPBDLOTENDTSTARTTFAILoAMULTBMULT 
N 
2oTOPFDEL ISKHGEPSO KPRINTIKPAUSE.NPOINT 
48 FORMAT(IHI94XIIHSLOW RUN = 12.I1XIIHFAST RUN =I,216X.SHIM = , 
*1215Xv6HIMM = 12//.1IX4HDX =EI03o9X94HFM =E1Oe3e7Xo6HFMIN =ElOo 
*3,7X,6HYMIN =E103//t9X'6HFEPS =EIO,3.6X97HETAMN =EIO3,6X,7HETAMX 
* =E1Oo37X,6HBDUP =EIOQ3//9Xo6HSDLO =EIO.3.7X,6HTEND =E10.3.5XBH 
*TSTART =E103o6X,7HTFAIL =E10e3//*BX.7HAMULT =EIO.3,6X,7HBMULT =El 
*Oo397Xe6HTOPF =E1O3,SX.BHDEL =EIO*3//wI1X.BHIS = 12,16XSHKH = 12 
*,13XSHGEPSQ = EIO,3.5X.9HKPRINT *I2//,TXo9HKPAUSE *I2o14X, 
*9HNPOINT = o13//) 
DO 240 I = to IS 
X (I) = X (I) FACT (I) 
240 CONTINUE 
CALL QSEFFO ( 1t9t9R 
300 CONTINUE 
DELTA = DEL 
IF(DELTA)2004,2004,2005 
2005 CALL OSEFFO (C16@IR) 
GO TO 2003 
2004 CALL OREFFO C146.IR) 
2003 CONTINUE 
C MAKE SLOW RUN 
ul C 
IF(KFPRINT.NE*I)GO TO 2015 
CALL OPANTO(I*IFIRST ILASTNCOMP*IERR) 
2015 CONTINUE 
KRUN = I 
CALL RUN(KRUN9XOADCVQDUMMYeTIME) 
IFCKPRINTNEIl)GO TO 2016 
CALL QOPfNTO(I1IFIRST.ILASTNCOMPOIERR) 
2016 CONTINUE 
IF(KCONT*EO.1)GO TO 501 
TIME = TIME * 200,0 
IF(KGAIN) 201392013o2014 
2013 KKK=KKK+1 
TSLOPECKKK)=TIME-XKSLOW 
DO 8B ImlIS 
88 SLOPE(KKK*I)=X(1) N 
2014 CONTINUE N 
IF(TIME.LT.TEND) GO TO 87 
IF(KGAIN) 86o86985 
86 WRITE (6o91) (TSLOPE(I)g 1=1.12) 
WRITE(6.91)((SLOPE(IoJ)t,=1,2),J=1,5) 
PUNCH 2211 (TSLOPECI), 1=1.12) 
PUNCH 221.((SLOPE(IeJ).I=11,2).J=5) 
221 FORMAT(6EI2*5) 
85 GO TO 501 
87 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6'920)TIME 
920 FORMATC/1SX96HTIME =F9o4/) 
DO 125 I =11 IS 
125 ANS (I) X (I) / FACT (r) 
WRITE ( 6' 902 ) ( ANS(I)v 1=191S 
902 FORMAT(/X.13HGAIN SLOPES =5F9o4) 
IF((T'IME + 0O2) - TSTART)202O02017e2017 
2020 CALL SLOP (X.TIME.IS) 
GO TO 300 
i 2017 IF((TIME+O.2)-TFAIL)2O19o2021o2021
2021 DO 2022 1=1 1S 
2022 X(I) = 00 
GO TO 300 
2019 CONTINUE 
C CONStANT STEP GRID SEARCH ROUTINE 
C TWO RUNS,'OSZ FOR EACH FAILURE CASE A AND B ARE MADE 
C AT EACH GRID'POINT. 
C 
C GRID SEARCH NOT USED FOR CONSTANT GAIN RUNS 
C 
KPOINT m NPOINT fl 
NVARY =0 
PMIN = IE20 
NPRD = I 
NRUN =0 
DO 333 =1,IS 
X(1)=X(!) 0 
IFCNDX(I).EQ .0) GO To 333N 
NVARY = NVARY + 1 
NDEX(NVARY) = I 
NPRD = NPRD*(NDX(I)+I) 
NPROD(NVARY) = NPRD 
333 CONTINUE 
DELTA = +1eo 
CALL QSEFFO(1,6,IR) 
KRUN = 2 
335 CALL RUN (KRUNXADCVDUMMYIP) 
IF(KCONT.EQOI)GO TO 501
 
IF(DUMMYeLT.BDUPAND.DUMMY.GT*BDLO)GO TO 338
 
IF(DUMMYqGEoBDUPAND.GAIN.LToOoOO15)GO TO 338
 
IF(DUMMY.LEBDLOAND.GAINGT.O,9)GO TO 338
 
CALL SCALE(DUMMY)
 
GO TO 335
 
338 IF(DELTA)411,412,413 
411 ADCVM n ADCV 
DUMMYM = DUMMY 
PMINUS = P 
IF(DEL&NEo-1oO)GO TO 382 
VER(I) V DUMMYM/ADCVM + PMINUS 
CALL PLOT(X*IS) 
382 CONTINUE 
IF(PPLUS*GToPMINUS) GO TO 417
 
P = DUMMYM/AOCVM + PMINUS
 
DELTA = -1.0
 
GO To 419
 
413 ADCVP = ADCV
 
DUMMYP = DUMMY
 
PPLUS = P
 
IF(DELoNEe+1,O)GO TO 381
 
VER(I) = DUMMYP/ADCVP + PPLUS
 
CALL PLOT(XIS)
 
381 	CONTINUE
 
DELTA = -Io0
 
CALL QREFFO(I.6sIR) N
 
GO TO 335
 
417 	P = DUMMYP/ADCVP + PPLUS
 
DELTA = +1,O 
GO TO 419
 
412 P = DUMMY/ADCV + P
 
419 CONTINUE
 
IF(KPAUSEoNE I)GO TO 380
 
IF(NRUNeNE.KPOINT)GO TO 380
 
PAUSE 4
 
KPOINT = KPOINT + NPO!NT
 
380 CONTINUE
 
NRUN = NRUN +'I
 
IF(PoGTo*PMIN)GO TO 331
 
DO 330 1=19IS
 
XMIN(I) = X(I)
 
330 CONTINUE
 
PMIN = P
 
DELMIN=DELTA
 
331 CONTINUE
 
IF(NRUNoGE9NPRD)GO TO 339
 
MI = NRUN
 
DO 334 I=1,NVARY

L = 
NDEX(I)
 
JK'-= MI - (fVI/(NDX(L+I))*(NDX(L)+1)
 
XJ = Ji 
MI=NRUN/NPROD(1)
 
X(L) = XO(L) + XJ*DELX(L)
 
334 	CONTINUE
 
IF(DELTAEQoO.O) GO To 420
 
DELTA = +10
 
CALL OSEFFO(l,6,IR)
 
420 CONTINUE
 
GO TO 335
 
339 DO 340 I=1.IS
 
340 	X(I)=XMIN(C)
 
F = PMIN
 
DELTA=DELMIN
 
WRITE (692100)X
 
2100 FORMAT(SX953HVALUES OF X OBTAINED FROM SEARCH ROUTINE FOR THIS RUN 0
 
I /IOXs6FI4o6)
 
N 
332 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6.921) F 
921 FORMAT(/IZX,9HJ(K()) =FXO5) 
IF C F oLT. FMIN ) GO TO 300 
IT = 0 
C 
C MAKE FAST RUNS WITH PERTURBED X 
C 
IF(DELTAEQ,+1*O) GO TO 2010 
CALL QREFFO(16,IR) 
GO TO 2011 
2010 CALL QSEFFO(I,6. R) 
2011 CONTINUE 
KRUN = 2 
DO 350 N=IIS 
350 VER(N) = F 
CALL PLOT ( X * IS 
DO 326 1 =1 9 IS 
TEMP = X(I) 
W X(I) X(I) + 195*DX 
I DO 327 M = I, 2 
'X(l) = X(I) - DX 
CALL RUN(KRUNeXoADCVWDUMMYoP) 
XF(KCONTvEQI)GO TO 501 
PP(M)=DUMMY/ADCV+P 
.3l 860S 
WRITE ( 6,850 ) IoPP(M) 
850 FORMAT ( 48Xo2HPUI(lo4H) = FIO5 
860 CONTINUE 
VER(I) = PP(M) 
CALL PLOT ( X IS ) 
327 CONTINUE 
G(I) = ( PP(I) - PP(2) )/ DX 
til 
X(I) = TEMP 
326 CONTINUE 
ilJ1 005S 
WRITE ( 6s901 C G(I) % 1=II )N 
901 FORMATC/7Xe4HGRAD-J(K(I)) =5F1 15) -N 
N 
1005 IT = IT + 1 
C 
C COMPUTE SO S AND ETA . 
C 
349 IF ( KH oEQo 0 GO TO 1006 
IF ( IToGT.1 ) GO TO 1004 
1006 D 1002 1=191S 
DO 1002 J=19IS 
1002 H(IJ) = UNITY (C9J) 
GO TO 1003 
1004 DO 60 I=IoIS 
Y(I) = G(1) - GPREV(I) 
IF ( Y(I).LT.YMIN ) Y(I) YMIN 
60 CONTINUE 
Al=O. C69C0710 
A2=0o C69C0720 
DO 62 IiIS C69C0730 
62 A1=AI+SI'G(I)*Y(I) C69C0740 
DO 65 1=10SC C69C0750 
00 65 J=IoIS C69C0760 
A(IJ)=(SIG(I)*SIG(J))/AI C69C0770 
65 A2=Y(J)*H(IJ)*Y(I)+A2 C69C0780 
DO 66 I=IoIS C69C0790 
El.(Iql)=O. C69CO800 
DO 66,IJ=lIS C69C0810 
66 EI(I,1)=ECI(,1)+(-H(IIJ)*Y(14)) C69C0820 
DO 67 i=iIS C69C0830 
DO 67 J=1qS C69C0840 
67 E2(I.J)=Elt,1)*Y(J) C69C0850 
00 68 1=1IS C69C0860 
DO 68 J=i*IS C69CO870 
eCloi) = 0 C69C0880 
DO 68 IJ=IoIS C69C0890 o 
6a BCIJ)=B(IeJ)+E2(IoIJ)*H(IJqJ) C69C0900 
DO 70 1=19IS C69CO910 
O0 70 J=14IS C69C0920 N 
B(9IJ)=B(IJ)/A2 
70 H(IJ)=H(IJ)+A(IJ)+B(IJ) 
C69C0930 
C69C0940 N 
1003 DO 10 1=191S 
S()=O C690164 
DO 10 J=i9IS C690165 
10 S()=S(I)-H(IJ)*G(J) C690166 
DI=O C690167 
DO 15 1=,19S C690168 
15 DI=OI+G(1)*S(1) C690169 
ETAI=-2*(F-FM * F )/D1 
ETA=ETAI C690171 
/1 861S 
17 WRITE ( 69 908 ) ETA 
908 FORMAT ( 112X.SHETA-1 = *E12*5 
861 CONTINUE 
IF ( ETAI.LEoETAMX.AND*ETAI.GE-ETAMN 3 GO TO 1200 
IF ( ETA: *LTs ETAMN GO TO 1202 
ETA = - ETAMX 
Ji 862S 
WRITE ( 6,908 3 ETA 
862 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1200 
1202 ETA = 1.0 
i/ 863S 
WRITE (-69908 3 ETA 
863 CONTINUE 
DI = O 
DO 1201 1=191S 
S(I) = - G(I) 
DI = DI - G(I) * G(I) 
DO 1201 J=I.IS 
1201 H(I*J) = UNITY (I.J) 
1200 IMIN=O 
19 CONTINUE C690174 
IMIN=IMIN+1 C690175 
c 0 
C EVALUATE U S * 
C 
D0126 1=t1 IS 
U (1)- X (I) + ETA S (1) 
IF ( ABS(U(1)).GTo XMAX ) U(I) = SIGN( XMAX.U(I)) 
126 ANS (1) =U (I) / FACT (1) 
it 864S 
WRITE(6.922)(ANSCI)'1=191S) 
922 FORMAT(/14Xt7HK(I) =5F9.4) 
864 CONTINUE 
C 
C MAKE 2 FAST RUNS*ONE FOR EACH FAILURE CASE A AND B FOR COMPUTING F(U) 
C 
IF(DELTAEQoO.O)GO TO 730 
DELTA = +1.0 
CALL QSEFFOC(16.IR) 
730 CALL RUN (KRUNUADCVFU*XYZ) 
IF(KCONToEQol)GO TO 501 
IF ( FUeLToBDUPAND.FU#GTeBDLO ) GO TO 720 
IF ( FUeGE.EDUP.AND.GAINoLT.0O015 ) GO TO 720 
IF ( FULEBDLO.AND.GAINGT.0.9 GO TO 720 
CALL SCALE ( FU) 
GO TO 730 
720 IF(DELTA)42194-2.423 
421 ADCVM = ADCV 
FUM = FU 
XYZM = XYZ 
IF(XYZP.GT.XYZM)GO TO 427 
FU = FUM/ADCVM + XYZM 
DELTA = -1.0 
GO TO 429, 
423 ADCVP = ADCV 
FUP = FU 
XYZP = XYZ 
DELTA = -toO 
CALL OREFFO(1s6IR) 
GO To 730 N 
427 FU = FUP/ADCVP + XYZP 
DELTA = +O 
CALL QSEFFO(1,6, ZR) 
GO TO 429 
422 PU = FU/ADCV + XVZN N 
429 CONTINUE 
/d 865S 
WRITE (6*303)FU*IT 
303 FORMAT(/IlXglOHJ(K(I)) =FIOo*5XSHIT = 12) 
865 CONTINUE 
DO 360 N=.IS 
360 VER(N) = FU 
CALL PLOT ( U . IS 
C 
C MAKE FAST RUNS WITH PERTURBED U 
C 
DO 356 1 = I , IS 
TEMP - U(I) 
U(1) = U(I) + 1.05*DX 
DO 357 M=1o2 
U(I) = U(1) - DX 
CALL RUN(KRUN9U*ADCVvDUMMY9P) 
IF(KCONT.EQ*1)GO TO 501 
d/ 
PP(M)=DUMMY/ADCV+P 
dl 866S 
WRITE ( 6,850 ) IPP(M) 
866 CONTINUE 
VER(I) = PP(M) 
CALL PLOT ( U 9 IS 
357 CONTINUE 
GU(I) = ( PP(I) - PP(2) / DX 
U(I) = TEMP 
356 CONTINUE 
dl 867S 
WRITE(6v923)(GU(I)oI=.*IS) 
923 FORMAT(/6XlSHGRAD-J(K*(I)) =5F11.5) 
867 CONTINUE 
c 
C DETERMINE Z * 
C 
TI=D1 C690179 
T2=0 C690180 N 
DO 30 1=1IS C690181 N 
N 
30 T2=T2+GU(I)*S(I) 

Z=3./ETA*(F-FU)+TI+T2 

ARG=Z**2-TI*T2 

IF( ARG *GT. Oe ) GO TO 34 

ETA=2.*ETA 

/ it 868S
 
WRITE ( 6. 910 ) ETA
 
910 FORMAT C 112X*8HETA-2 = *El2o5
 
868 CONTINUE
 
GO TO 19
 
34 W=SQRT(ARG) 

C 
C DETERMINE ALFHA * ALPHA * S , AND X + ALPHA X e 
C 
ALPHA=ETA*( -((T2 W-Z)/(T2-TI+2.*W))) 

DO 35 1=1*IS 
SIG(I)=ALPHA*S(I) 
XAS (1) =, X (I) + SIG (1) 
W IF ( ABSCXAS()).GToXMAX) XAS(I) = SIGN(XMAXvXAS(K)) 
- 35 ANS(I) = XAS(I) / FACT(I) 
/ Ji 869S 
WRITE(6.924)(ANS(I)1=1IIS)
 
924 FORMAT(/13XBHK(1+) =SFQ.4)
 
869 CONTINUE -

C
 
C MAKE 2 FAST RUNS. ONE FOR EACH FAILURE CASE A AND B
 
C FOR COMPUTING FXAS
 
C
 
C 
IF(DELTA.EQeOO)GO TO 750
 
DELTA = +1.0
 
CALL OSEFFO(1969KR)
 
750 CALL RUN (KRUNXAS*ADCVtFXASXYZ)
 
IF(KCONT.EQol)GO TO 501
 
IF ( FXASeLToBDUPoANDFXAS*GT.BDLO ) GO TO 740 

IF ( FXASeGEBDUPoANDGAINLTO0O15 ) GO TO 740 

IF ( FXAS.LE.BDUP.AND.GAIN*GT.O.9 ) GO TO 740
 
CALL SCALE ( FXAS )
 
C690182 
C690183 
C690184 
C690185 
C690186 
C690188 
C690189 
C690190 
N 
N 
GO TO 750
 
740 IF(DELTA)4319432q433
 
431 ADCVM = ADCV
 
FXASM = FXAS
 
XYZM = XYZ
 
IF(XYZP*GToXYZM)GO TO 437
 
FXAS = FXASM/ADCVM + xYZM
 
DELTA = -1.0
 
GO TO 439
 
433 ADCVP = ADCV
 
FxAsp = FXAS
 
XYZP = XYZ
 
DELTA = -1.O
 
CALL GREFFO(1.69XR)
 
GO TO 750 ­
437 FXAS = FXASP/ADCVP + xYZP
 
DELTA =-+10
 
CALL OSEFFO(1*6lR)
 
GO TO 439
 
432 FxAS = FXAS/ADCV + XYZ
 
439 CONTINUE
 
/ 870S
Jl 
WRITE ( 6.301 ) FXAS91T 
301 FORMAT/IXIIHJ(K(1+1)) =FIO.5.5X,5HIT = 12) 
870 CONTINUE 
DO 370 N-1,IS 
370 VER(N) = FXAS 
CALL PLOT ( XAS 9 IS 
C TEST F ( X + ALPHA*S ) VS. F(X) AND F(U) 
C 
IF C FXAS.LT.FEPS*FoAND.FXAS.LEo FU ) GO TO 1007 C) 
C TEST F(U) VS F(X) AND F( X + ALPHAS m
 
Cm 
IF ( FUoLToFEPS*FANDFU.LE. FXAS ) GO TO 1008 
ETA = ETA **4 
/ l 871S o 
WRITE ( 6.912 1 ETA- N 
912 FORMAT ( 112X9BHETA-3 = eEl2o5 
871 CONTINUE 
IF ( IMIN.GE*IMM ) GO TO 520 
GO TO 19 
1007 DO 1100 1I=lIS 
GPREV(I) = G(1) 
1100 X(1) = XAS(1) 
F = FXAS 
DO 336 11.IS 
TEMP = XAS(I) 
XAS(t) = XAS() + 1.5*DX 
00 337 M=1*2 
XAS(I) = XAS(I) - DX 
CALL RUN (KRUN*XASeADCVoDUMMYoP) 
IF(KCONT.EQI)GO TO 501 
PP(M)=DUMMY/ADCV+P 
J 872S 
WRITE ( 69850 ) IPP(M) 
W 872 CONTINUE 
VER) = PP(M) 
CALL PLOT C XASIS 
337 CONTINUE 
G(I) = ( PP() - PP(2) / DX 
)AS(I) - TEMP 
336 CONTINUE 
Ji 873S 
WRITE(6'925)(G(1).=loIS) 
925 FORMAT(/5Xo16HGRAD-J(K(I+1)) =5Flo5) 
873 CONTINUE K2 
GO TO 1000 
1008 DO 1101 I=IIS 
GPREV(I) = G(1) 
G(1) = GU(I) C) 
1101 X(CI) = U(I) 
F = FU 
1000 GSO = 09 
DO 41 I1=1IS 
41 GS0 = GSQ + G(I)*2 N 
IF ( GSQeGE.GEPSQ ) GO TO 349
 
IF ( IToGEoIM ) GO TO 300
 
GO TO 1005
 
Ji 874S
 
520 WRITE C 69521 ) IMIN
 
521 FORMAT ( 42H MINIMIZATION ATTEMPTS IN ONE ITERATION .13
 
874 CONTINUE
 
IF ( IT.GE.IM ) GO TO 300
 
GEPSO = 2,*GEPSQ
 
J 875S
 
WRITE C 6o1009 ) GEPSO
 
1009 FORMAT ( 112X9BHGEPSO = 6E12o5
 
875 CONTINUE
 
IT = IT + I
 
GO TO 1006
 
S01 PRINT 502
 
.502 FORMAT ( IOXIIHPROGRAM END
 
GO TO 500
 
/601 PZE O1o'17
 
JT 600S
 
600 CALL QREFFO( 19OdR
 
CALL OREFFO ( 192.IR
 
500 CALL OREFFO ( IoloIR
 
CALL QSEFFO ( I3uIR
 
CALL OPSO ( IIR )
 
CALL ODSITO (IIR)
 
GO TO 47
 
91 FORMAT(SXEI,8,SXE12*8.5XE12e8.SXE12,BeSXE12o8.SXoE128)
 
STOP
 
END
 
SUBROUTINE RUN (KARRAYeADCVSUMJAeANALV)
 
DIMENSION ARRAY()ISUMJ(4)
 
COMMON / RN / KTIME(3h1,IKNODE*AMULTKCONT 9BMULT
 
COMMON/DE/DELTA
 
EXTENDED KTIME
 
LOGICAL READY N 
IF(K-2)I12o3
 
2 CONTINUE
 
LDOB =eSOvq12 TIME CONSTANT IN MILLISEC,
 
LDOB =01451'.12 MED
 
GO TO 10
 
1 CONTINUE
 
LDOB =#4509912 TIME CONSTANT IN SEC9
 
=LDOB MED
014519912 

CALL QSEFFO ( 1.00IR
 
GO TO 15
 
3 CONTINUE
 
LDOB =0450,,12 TIME CONSTANT IN SEC*
 
, LOOB rt451,12 FAST
 
15 CALL OSEFFO ( l2.IR I
 
10 CALL QDAJMO ( OqISARRAYIRvKCH
 
IF ( IRoEQel ) GO TO 23
 
TYPE 21* IR
 
21 FORMAT ( IOXoSHIR = .II93Xc2THFOR DACw SKIP ONE SPACE AND /
 
IOX.23HTYPE 0 FOR CONTINUATION/ IOXo22HTYPE 1 FOR ANOTHER RUN
 
ACCEPT 100,KCONT
 
100 FORMAT-('I1
 
23 IF ( KoEQ.KMODE ) GO TO 20
 
KMODE = K
 
DELAY 5oE5
 
20 CONTINUE
 
LDOB =02047tt12 ANALOG TO OPERATE
 
CALL DELAY ( KT!ME(K) )
 
LOOB -024479912 ANALOG TO HOLD
 
CALL OTEFFO ( 1*0READY9IR )
 
25 CALL QTEFFO ( 1.O.READY.IR )
 
IF ( oNOT.READY ) GO TO 25
 
IF(K-2)4*5*6
 
4 	CALL OREFFO ( hvOoIR
 
6 	CALL OREFFO ( 1.2.IR }
 
CALL QADCVO (KIANALVIRQKCH) 

GO To 7
 
* 	CONTINUE
 
CALL QADCVO (2.4vSUMJoIRoKCH)
 
* 	iF C IRoEQoI ) GO TO 30 N 
0 
TYPE 22'IR.KCHSUMJ(KCH
 
22 FORMAT(IOX5HIR = 9Il,3Xv1SHFOR ADC CHANNELoI4,F8.4/
 
11OX923HTYPE 0 FOR CONTINUATION/ IOX,22HTYPE I FOR ANOTHER RUN
 
LDOB ='3047.912 ANALOG TO IC
 
ACCEPT 100,IKCONT
 
30 CONTINUE
 
LDOB -03047,.12 ANALOG To IC
 
J3 34S
 
DELAY 20.E3
 
34 CONTINUE
 
J4 35S
 
DELAY 30.E3
 
35 CONTINUE
 
J5 36S
 
DELAY 4 0 *E3
 
36 CONTINUE
 
J6 37S
 
DELAY SOE3
 
37 CONTINUE
 
J7 38S
 
DELAY OOE3
 
38 CONTINUE
 
IF -1-2)33@31933
 
31 SUMX=-SUMJ(2)
 
DO 32 1=2.4
 
SUMJ(I)=-SUMJ(I)
 
SUMX=AMAXI(SUMX.SUMJ(J))
 
32 CONTINUE
 
ANALV=SUMX*AMULT
 
SUMJA=-SUMJ(1)*BMULT
 
SUMX=SUMJA/ADCV + ANALV
 
J2 33S
 
WRITE(699)(SUJ(L)hL=1,3)tANALVSUMXDELTA
 
99 FORMAT(5X,3F12.4,5X96HANALV=,F8.45X,5HSUMX=,F8.4 5X.6HDELTA,9F4.1 C
 
33 RETURN
 
END
 
N 
SUBROUTINE SLOP(X.TIME, IS) 
COMMON/SLOPES/TSLOPE(12)SLOPE(12'5).MG 
DIMENSION X(S) 
IF((TIME+O.L)-TSLOPE(MG)) 192,2 
2 DO 3 I=IIS 
3 X(I)=SLOPE(MGI) 
mG=MG+1 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SETPOT 
COMMON / PST / NPOT'POT(150).PSET(150)gVALVALUE 
EXTENDED POT9VAL 
CALL QSEFFO ( 1,3*IR 
CALL OPSO ( IsIR ) 
IF C IR.NE.2 ) GO TO I 
TYPE 13 
PAUSE 
I DO 10 I=INPOT 
I 
NGO-TO 
CALL QSTPTO ( I.POT(I}qPSET(I)lR
(,1092*394*5 )* IR 
2 PRINT 11. POT(I)qPSET(I) 
11 FORMAT ( IOX,32HINVALID ANALOG ADDRESS SPECIFIED9SX.A4*FIO.4 
GO TO 10 
3 PRINT 12,POT(I).PSET(I) 
12 FORMAT ( IOXy23HCOEFF OVERFLOW OCCURRED.SX.A4*FIO4 
GO TO 10 
4 PRINT 13 
13 FORMAT ( 1OX,2OHCONSOLE DISCONNECTED 
GO TO 10 
5 PRINT 14. POT(I),PSET(I) 
14 FORMAT ( IOX,21HNULL FAILURE DETECTED95X*A4oFIO.4 ) 
10 CONTINUE' 
CALL QRDALO ( 1.VALIVALUEIR 3 
CALL OREFFO ( 1939IR -
CALL QICO ( ItIP ) 
RETURN -
END 
SUBROUTINE SCALE ( VOLT ) 
COMMON / SCL / BOUPoBDLOGAINoADCV 
IF ( VOLToLToBDUP ) Go TO 10 
GAIN = GAIN / 10o 
ADCV = ADCV / 10o 
GO TO 15 
10 GAIN = GAIN * 10. 
ADCV = ADCV * 10. 
15 CALL ODAJMO ( 5919GAINIRoKCH 
il 20S 
WRITE ( 6.1 ) GAIN.ADCV 
1 FORMAT C 7OX,7HGAIN = .F6.4.5X.7HADCV = sF6.4 
20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PLOT ( HOp 9 N 
tId 
DIMENSION HORC 5).ARY(5) 
COMMON / PLT /VER ( ) TOPF 
N CALL OSEFFO C 1o41R 
DO 10 I = I N 
ARY(I) = VER(I) / TOPF 
IF ( ARY(I) *GT* 1.0 ) ARY() = 1.O 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL QDAJMO ( 69N .ARYqIRsKCH 
CALL QDAJMO ( 119N *HOR.IRIKCH 
CALL OREFFO ( 1.4.IR 
RETURN 
END 
$ASs*IUl.'4003. 
DEVELOPED BY R.M. BOND 11 JUNE 1968 
THIS SUBROUTINE SETS UP A DELAY IN MILLISECONDS USING THE DIGITAL 
TIMER* THE TIMER MUST BE SET UP BY TECHNICIANS TO DECREMENT ONCE 
* EACH MILLISECOND* THE DELAY VALUE IS DECREMENTED BY ONE AND LOADED N 
INTO THE TIMER. THE TIMER STARTS AND CAUSES AN INTERRUPT ONE MILLI-
N 
I­
" SECOND AFTER T.E TIMER REACHES ZERO. THE FORTRAN CALLING STATEMENT
 
" IS - CALL DELAY (NT) WHERE NT IS AN EXTENDED INTEGER VARIABLE EQUAL
 
" TO THE NUMBER OF MILLISECONDS DESIRED FOR THE DELAY.
 
N 
N 
DELAY 
ITM 
ITLNK 
INTO 
REL 
EQU 
PZE 
ECA 
EST 
STM 
SMI 
LDM 
CA* 
Se 
ST 
LDT 
SFL 
JSE 
J 
L 
PZE 
SFL 
'6 
* 
ITLNK 
'46 
*+2 
*+IITM 
=** 
/096 
=1 
/DELAY 
/DELAY 
=$62 
*+I 
* 
INTO 
** 
='63 
SET UP 
INTERRUPT LOCATION 
SET INTERRUPT 
MASK 
LOAD MASK REGISTER 
PLACE DELAY VALUE IN ACCUMULATOR 
SUBTRACT 1 (SEE ABOVE COMMENT) 
STORE VALUE IN MEMORY 
LOAD TIMER FROM MEMORY 
START TIMER 
SET ENABLE FLAG 
LOOP'UNTIL INTERRUPT 
INTERRUPT INSTRUCTION 
STOP TIMER 
JT 
END 
1,6 RETURN 
a 
SLO.oGU1''O 
$IDRICZO. 
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Cx) 
0 
0 
N 
I-4 
